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Abstract
Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) is a new promising technology that is able to reconfigure the
wireless propagation channel via smart and passive signal reflection. In this paper, we investigate the
capacity region of a communication network with two users served by an access point (AP), aided by
M IRS reflecting elements. In particular, we consider two practical IRS deployment strategies that
lead to different effective channels between the users and AP, namely, the distributed deployment
where the M reflecting elements form two IRSs, each deployed in the vicinity of one user, versus
the centralized deployment where all the M reflecting elements are deployed in the vicinity of the
AP. First, we consider the uplink multiple access channel (MAC) and derive the capacity/achievable
rate regions for both deployment strategies under different multiple access schemes. It is shown that
the centralized deployment generally outperforms the distributed deployment under symmetric channel
setups in terms of achievable user rates. Next, we extend the results to the downlink broadcast channel
(BC) by leveraging the celebrated uplink-downlink (or MAC-BC) duality framework, and show that the
superior rate performance of centralized over distributed deployment also holds. Numerical results are
presented that validate our analysis, and reveal new and useful insights for optimal IRS deployment in
wireless networks.
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broadcast channel.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Driven by the recent advancement in metamaterial technology, intelligent reflecting surface
(IRS) has become a new cost-effective solution to meet the increasingly high communication
demands in beyond the fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks [2]–[4]. Specifically, IRS is a
reconfigurable metasurface consisting of a large number of passive reflecting elements, each
of which is able to introduce an independent and controllable phase shift to the impinging
electromagnetic wave, thereby collaboratively altering the propagation channels between the
wireless transceivers. By properly designing the IRS reflection coefficients (i.e., phase shfits),
IRS has been shown effective in adaptively reconfiguring the wireless environment for enhancing
desired signal strength and mitigating interference, thus improving the achievable rate and/or
reliability of various wireless communication systems. Moreover, IRSs are low-cost, spectral-
efficient, and energy conservative since they perform passive signal reflection in the full-duplex
mode without the need of any transmit radio frequency (RF) chains, which makes them suitable
to be densely deployed in wireless networks.
To fully reap the benefits of IRS, IRS needs to be efficiently integrated into existing wireless
communication systems, which brings new challenges. First, it is of paramount importance to
optimally design the IRS reflection coefficients such that the wireless channels are properly
altered in favor of communication performance, which has attracted a great deal of research
interests recently (see, e.g., [5]–[9] for single-user systems and [10]–[19] for multi-user sys-
tems). Particularly, from an information theoretical viewpoint, it is crucial to characterize the
fundamental capacity limits of IRS-aided communication systems so as to unveil the maximum
performance gains brought by IRS, which, however, has only been pursued recently in [5], [20]
under the single-user setup. While for the more complex IRS-aided multi-user systems of which
the performance limit is characterized by the capacity region that constitutes all the achievable
rate-tuples of the users in the system, there has been very limited work in the literature, to the
authors’ best knowledge. This thus motivates the current work to characterize the capacity region
of two fundamental multi-user communication systems aided by IRS, namely, the multiple access
channel (MAC) in the uplink and the broadcast channel (BC) in the downlink, respectively.
Besides capacity characterization through IRS reflection optimization, another important prob-
lem not well understood for IRS-aided multi-user systems is IRS deployment. The existing works
on IRS have mostly assumed fixed IRS deployment (or IRS locations). However, with a given
number of IRS reflecting elements, there are assorted approaches to deploy them in the network
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Fig. 1. An IRS-aided two-user communication system with different IRS deployment strategies (in the uplink MAC case).
(e.g., by forming them as multiple IRSs, and placing them at different locations), which can
lead to different IRS channels in general and thus impact the system capacity/achievable rates
significantly. For instance, for the basic point-to-point communication system with one access
point (AP) serving one user, if all reflecting elements form one single IRS, the IRS should be
placed in close vicinity of the AP or the user so as to minimize the overall path loss of the AP-
IRS-user channel, which increases with the product of the AP-IRS and IRS-user distances [2].
In contrast, by splitting the reflecting elements into two IRSs and deploying them near the AP
and the user, respectively, the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be significantly improved
as compared to the optimal single-IRS deployment by exploiting the cooperative beamforming
design of double IRSs, provided that the total number of IRS elements is sufficiently large
[21]. However, for the more general system with multiple users or user clusters that are located
far apart from one another, the optimal IRS deployment design has not been investigated yet.
Generally speaking, motivated by the above single-user setup, there are two strategies to deploy a
given number of IRS reflecting elements in the multi-user case: distributed IRS deployment where
the available reflecting elements form multiple distributed IRSs each deployed near one user (or
user cluster), as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), and centralized IRS deployment where all reflecting
elements form one IRS deployed near the AP, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b). Note that these two
strategies will lead to different user-AP effective channels in general and hence different user
achievable rates. Specifically, with distributed deployment, each user can only enjoy the passive
beamforming gain brought by its nearby IRS (since its signals reflected by other far-apart IRSs
are too weak due to much higher path loss), which is thus smaller than the passive beamforming
gain under the centralized deployment with a larger-size IRS where all the reflecting elements
can be used for enhancing the channel of any user. However, the IRS passive beamforming gain
under the centralized deployment needs to be shared by all users, thus resulting in a reduced
4gain for each user. To the best of our knowledge, it is yet unclear which of the above two IRS
deployment strategies achieves larger capacity region or achievable rate regions with practical
orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes such as time-division multiple access (TDMA) and
frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) in multi-user systems such as MAC and BC.
To tackle the above capacity characterization and IRS deployment problems, we study in this
paper a two-user communication system aided by M IRS reflecting elements, as shown in Fig.
1. We aim to derive the capacity region as well as achievable rate regions with TDMA/FDMA
under the proposed two IRS deployment strategies, for both the uplink MAC and downlink BC.
To pursue the fundamental performance limit, we assume the availability of perfect channel state
information (CSI) for all the channels shown in Fig. 1, which can be acquired via various existing
channel training and estimation methods proposed in e.g., [6], [22]–[27]. Our main contributions
are summarized as follows.
• First, we investigate the uplink MAC. For the distributed IRS deployment, we provide closed-
form characterizations of its capacity region as well as the achievable rate regions with TDMA
and FDMA. For the centralized IRS deployment, we develop a rate-profile based method to
characterize the capacity region by solving a series of sum-rate maximization problems via
joint IRS reflection and transmit power optimization, each corresponding to a different rate-
ratio between the two users. An efficient alternating optimization (AO) algorithm is proposed
to find a high-quality approximate solution to each problem, where we iteratively obtain the
optimal solution to each IRS reflection coefficient with the others being fixed. Based on this,
a capacity region inner bound (or achievable rate region) can be obtained with polynomial
complexity. We further propose a capacity region outer bound via the semi-definite relaxation
(SDR) technique. In addition, we characterize the achievable rate region with TDMA in closed-
form and that with FDMA via a similar rate-profile method.
• Moreover, we analytically prove that the capacity region as well as achievable rate regions with
TDMA and FDMA for the case of centralized deployment contain the corresponding regions
for the case of distributed deployment under a practical symmetric channel setup. Furthermore,
despite the lack of frequency-selective signal reflection at the IRS, the achievable rate region
with FDMA still contains that with TDMA for both deployment strategies.
• Next, we extend the results for the uplink MAC to the downlink BC by leveraging the uplink-
downlink (or MAC-BC) duality framework. We propose computationally efficient methods to
characterize the capacity region and achievable rate regions with TDMA/FDMA based on those
5for the dual MAC, and prove that the performance advantage of centralized over distributed
IRS deployment is also valid for the downlink BC.
• Finally, numerical results validate our analysis as well as tightness of the proposed bounds.
By comparing the various capacity/rate regions, we also draw useful insights into optimal
deployment of IRSs in practical systems. Particularly, it is shown that the capacity gain of
centralized over distributed IRS deployment is most prominent when the rates of the two
users are asymmetric; moreover, centralized IRS deployment is more effective in alleviating
the “near-far” problem in multi-user communications, as a result of users with drastically
different distances from the AP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system models under the
two IRS deployment strategies. For the uplink MAC, Section III and Section IV characterize the
capacity region and achievable rate regions with TDMA/FDMA under distributed and centralized
IRS deployment, respectively; Section V compares these regions under the two IRS deployment
strategies. Section VI extends the above results to the downlink BC. Numerical examples and their
pertinent discussions are presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface lower-case letters and boldface upper-
case letters, respectively. |x|, x∗, arg{x}, and Re{x} denote the absolute value, conjugate, angle,
and real part of a complex number x, respectively. For a complex vector z, ‖z‖p and zk denote
the lp-norm and the kth element, respectively, and diag{z} denotes a square diagonal matrix with
the elements of z on its main diagonal. CM×N denotes the space of M ×N complex matrices.
0 denotes an all-zero matrix with appropriate dimension. For an M × N matrix A, rank(A)
and [A]i,j denote the rank and (i, j)-th element of A, respectively. For a square matrix S,
S  0 means that S is positive semi-definite. The distribution of a circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian (CSCG) random variable with mean µ and variance σ2 is denoted by CN (µ, σ2); and
∼ stands for “distributed as”. E[·] denotes the statistical expectation. O(·) denotes the standard
big-O notation. Conv(·) denotes the convex hull operation. ⋃ denotes the union operation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a communication network where one single-antenna AP serves two single-antenna
users that are sufficiently far apart from each other, as illustrated in Fig. 1. To improve the user
communication rates, we consider the deployment of M ≥ 1 passive reflecting elements, each
element being able to induce an independent phase shift to the incident signal, for collaboratively
6altering the effective channels between the users and the AP. We propose two different deploy-
ment strategies for the M reflecting elements. Specifically, for the distributed deployment, the
M elements form two IRSs (see Fig. 1 (a)), where IRS k, k ∈ {1, 2}, consists of Mk elements,
with Mk ≥ 1, and is placed in the vicinity of user k, subject to
∑2
k=1Mk = M . In contrast,
for the centralized deployment, all the M elements form one single IRS located in the vicinity
of the AP (see Fig. 1 (b)). For the purpose of exposition, we will first focus our study on the
uplink MAC shown in Fig. 1, where each user aims to send an independent message to the AP,
and then extend our study to the downlink BC where the AP sends independent messages to the
two users (see Section VI). Specifically, for the uplink MAC, we denote the baseband equivalent
direct channel from user k to the AP as h¯k ∈ C, k = 1, 2. In the following, we describe the
system models for the two IRS deployment cases, respectively.
A. Distributed IRS Deployment
For distributed IRS deployment, we denote hDk ∈ CMk×1 as the channel vector from user k
to its serving (nearby) IRS, and gDTk ∈ C1×Mk as the channel vector from its serving IRS to
the AP. Denote ΦDk = diag{φDk1, ..., φDkMk} ∈ CMk×Mk as the IRS reflection matrix for IRS k,
with |φDkm| = 1, ∀m ∈ Mk, where Mk = {1, ...,Mk}. Since the locations of the two users are
sufficiently far apart, we assume that the signal transmitted by one user and reflected by the
other user’s serving IRS is negligible at the AP due to the severe path loss. Hence, the effective
channel from user k to the AP by combining the direct link and the reflected link by its serving
IRS is given by
h˜Dk (Φ
D
k ) = h¯k + g
DT
k Φ
D
k h
D
k , k = 1, 2. (1)
Let sk denote the desired information symbol for user k, which is assumed to be a CSCG
random variable with zero mean and unit variance, i.e., sk ∼ CN (0, 1). Note that sk’s are
independent over k. The transmitted signal by user k is modeled as xk =
√
pksk, which satisfies
E[|xk|2] = pk ≤ Pk, with pk denoting the transmit power of user k and Pk denoting its maximum
value. The received signal at the AP is thus modeled as
y = h˜D1 (Φ
D
1 )x1 + h˜
D
2 (Φ
D
2 )x2 + z, (2)
where z∼CN (0, σ2) denotes the CSCG noise at the AP receiver with average power σ2. For
each user k, let RDk denote its achievable rate in bits per second per Hertz (bps/Hz) under the
distributed IRS deployment.
7B. Centralized IRS Deployment
For centralized IRS deployment, we denote hCk ∈ CM×1 as the channel vector from user k
to the (single) IRS, and gCT ∈ C1×M as the channel vector from the IRS to the AP. Denote
ΦC = diag{φC1 , ..., φCM} ∈ CM×M as the IRS reflection matrix, with |φCm| = 1, ∀m ∈M, where
M = {1, ...,M}. Thus, the effective channel from user k to the AP is given by
h˜Ck (Φ
C) = h¯k + g
CTΦChCk , k = 1, 2. (3)
Note that different from the distributed deployment where the effective channel between user
k and the AP is only dependent on the Mk reflection coefficients of its own serving IRS in
ΦDk , the effective channels for both users under the centralized deployment depend on all the
M reflection coefficients in ΦC. Under the same transmitted signal and receiver noise model as
in the distributed deployment case, the received signal at the AP is modeled similarly as (2) by
replacing each h˜Dk (Φ
D
k ) with h˜
C
k (Φ
C). For user k, let RCk denote its achievable rate in bps/Hz
under the centralized IRS deployment.
In the following, we characterize the capacity region of the IRS-aided two-user MAC under
each of the two deployment strategies, which constitutes all the achievable rate-pairs (RD1 , R
D
2 )’s
or (RC1 , R
C
2 )’s. We also derive their achievable rate regions under practical OMA schemes
including TDMA and FDMA, where the two users communicate with the AP in orthogonal
time slots or frequency bands, respectively. We then compare these capacity (rate) regions and
draw useful insights into the optimal IRS deployment strategy.
III. DISTRIBUTED IRS DEPLOYMENT
In this section, we characterize the capacity region as well as the achievable rate regions with
TDMA/FDMA under the distributed IRS deployment.
A. Capacity Region
First, we derive the capacity region to unveil the fundamental limit. Note that with given
IRS reflection coefficients {ΦDk }, the channels from the two users to the AP are determined
as {h˜Dk (ΦDk )} given in (1), and the capacity region of the two-user MAC is well-known as the
pentagon region consisting of all rate-pairs that satisfy the following constraints [28]:
RD1 ≤ log2(1 + P1|h˜D1 (ΦD1 )|2/σ2) ∆= rD1 (ΦD1 ), (4)
RD2 ≤ log2(1 + P2|h˜D2 (ΦD2 )|2/σ2) ∆= rD2 (ΦD2 ), (5)
RD1 +R
D
2 ≤ log2(1 + (P1|h˜D1 (ΦD1 )|2 + P2|h˜D2 (ΦD2 )|2)/σ2) ∆=rD12({ΦDk }), (6)
which is denoted as CD({ΦDk }). Note that by flexibly designing the IRS reflection coefficients
{ΦDk }, any rate-pair within the union set of CD({ΦDk })’s over all feasible {ΦDk }’s can be achieved.
8By further considering time sharing among different {ΦDk }’s, the capacity region for distributed
IRS deployment is defined as the convex hull of such a union set [28]:
CD ∆= Conv
(⋃
{ΦDk }∈FD
CD({ΦDk })
)
, (7)
where FD ∆={{ΦDk } : |φDkm|=1,∀k,m} denotes the feasible set of {ΦDk }.
In the following, we characterize CD in closed-form by exploiting the peculiar effective channel
structure under the distributed deployment. Specifically, note that for any {ΦDk } ∈ FD, the
effective channel gain for each user k is upper-bounded by
|h˜Dk (ΦDk )| = |h¯k +
∑Mk
m=1g
D
kmφ
D
kmh
D
km| ≤ |h¯k|+
∑Mk
m=1|gDkm||hDkm| ∆= h˜Dk,U, k = 1, 2, (8)
where the inequality holds with equality if and only if {ΦDk } is designed as follows:
φDkm = e
j(arg{h¯k}−arg{gDkmhDkm}), k = 1, 2, m ∈Mk. (9)
Based on this result, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The capacity region of the IRS-aided two-user MAC under the distributed de-
ployment is given by
CD = {(RD1 , RD2 ) :RD1 ≤ rD
?
1 , R
D
2 ≤ rD
?
2 , R
D
1 +R
D
2 ≤ rD
?
12 }, (10)
where rD?1
∆
= log2(1+P1h˜
D2
1,U/σ
2), rD?2
∆
= log2(1 + P2h˜
D2
2,U/σ
2), and rD?12
∆
= log2
(
1 + (P1h˜
D2
1,U +
P2h˜
D2
2,U)/σ
2
)
.
Proof: Theorem 1 can be proved by noting that CD given in (10) is an achievable rate
region with {ΦDk } given in (9), and also provides a convex-shape outer bound for all achievable
CD({ΦDk })’s given in (4)–(6) (thus, the convex-hull operation in (7) is not needed with {ΦDk }
given in (9)).
Note that to achieve the above capacity region CD, successive interference cancellation (SIC)
generally needs to be performed at the AP, i.e., by first decoding the message of one user by
treating the signal of the other user as noise, then canceling the decoded signal and decoding the
other user’s message [28]. Next, we derive the achievable rate regions with TDMA and FDMA,
where the SIC operation is not needed since the signals of the two users are already separated in
the time and frequency domains, respectively. Note that these achievable rate regions generally
serve as inner bounds of the capacity region.
B. Achievable Rate Region with TDMA
With TDMA, the two users transmit in two orthogonal time slots, where we let ρT ∈ [0, 1]
denote the fraction of time that user 1 sends its message. In this case, under distributed IRS de-
ployment, the achievable rate of each user k only depends on the reflection matrix of IRS k at its
assigned time slot, which is denoted as ΦDk [k]. For any given {ΦDk [k]}, the achievable rate region
9is defined asRDT({ΦDk [k]}) =
⋃
ρT∈[0,1]{(RD1 , RD2 ) : RD1 ≤ ρT log2(1+P1|h˜D1 (ΦD1 [1])|2/σ2), RD2 ≤
(1 − ρT) log2(1 + P2|h˜D2 (ΦD2 [2])|2/σ2)}. Note that both |h˜D1 (ΦD1 [1])| and |h˜D2 (ΦD2 [2])| can be
maximized as h˜D1,U and h˜
D
2,U in (8) by setting Φ
D
1 [1] and Φ
D
2 [2] as Φ
D
1 and Φ
D
2 given in (9),
respectively; moreover, RDT({Φk[k]}) with the aforementioned {Φk[k]} can be easily shown to
be a convex region. Therefore, it can be proved similarly as Theorem 1 that the achievable rate
region with TDMA under distributed deployment is
RDT =
⋃
ρT∈[0,1]
{(RD1 , RD2 ) :RD1 ≤ρT log2(1+P1h˜D
2
1,U/σ
2), RD2 ≤(1−ρT) log2(1+P2h˜D
2
2,U/σ
2)}. (11)
C. Achievable Rate Region with FDMA
With FDMA, the two users transmit simultaneously over two orthogonal frequency bands,
where we let ρF ∈ [0, 1] denote the fraction of bandwidth assigned to user 1. With any given
{ΦDk }, the achievable rate region is given byRDF ({ΦDk }) =
⋃
ρF∈[0,1]{(RD1 , RD2 ) : RD1 ≤ ρF log2(1+
P1|h˜D1 (ΦD1 )|2/(ρFσ2)), RD2 ≤ (1 − ρF) log2(1 + P2|h˜D2 (ΦD2 )|2/((1 − ρF)σ2))} [28]. Note that
|h˜D1 (ΦD1 )| and |h˜D2 (ΦD2 )| can be simultaneously maximized as h˜D1,U and h˜D2,U in (8) with {ΦDk }
given in (9), and the corresponding RDF ({Φk}) is a convex region [28]. Thus, similar to the
TDMA case, the achievable rate region with FDMA under distributed deployment is
RDF =
⋃
ρF∈[0,1]
{(RD1 , RD2 ) :RD1 ≤ ρF log2(1 + P1h˜D
2
1,U/(ρFσ
2)),
RD2 ≤ (1− ρF) log2(1 + P2h˜D
2
2,U/((1− ρF)σ2))}. (12)
To summarize, the Pareto boundaries of all the capacity region and TDMA/FDMA achievable
rate regions under distributed IRS deployment are achieved by setting the reflection coefficients
at each IRS based on its nearby user’s channel as given in (9). Moreover, by comparing (12)
with (11), it can be easily shown that the achievable rate region of FDMA contains that of
TDMA since in both cases the optimal reflection coefficients are identical and thus yield the
same user-AP effective channels, while the signal energy transmitted by the two users in TDMA
is generally less than their counterparts in FDMA [28]. In addition, RDF ⊆ CD holds since
RDF ({ΦDk }) ⊆ CD({ΦDk }) holds for any {ΦDk } [28]. Therefore, we have RDT ⊆ RDF ⊆ CD in the
case of distributed IRS deployment.
IV. CENTRALIZED IRS DEPLOYMENT
In this section, we characterize the capacity region and achievable rate regions with TDMA/FDMA
under the centralized IRS deployment. Similar to the distributed IRS case, the capacity region
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with given reflection coefficients ΦC of the centralized IRS is the pentagon region consisting of
all rate-pairs that satisfy the following constraints:
RC1 ≤ log2(1 + P1|h˜C1 (ΦC)|2/σ2) ∆= rC1 (ΦC), (13)
RC2 ≤ log2(1 + P2|h˜C2 (ΦC)|2/σ2) ∆= rC2 (ΦC), (14)
RC1 +R
C
2 ≤ log2(1 + (P1|h˜C1 (ΦC)|2 + P2|h˜C2 (ΦC)|2)/σ2) ∆= rC12(ΦC), (15)
which is denoted as CC(ΦC). By tuning the IRS reflection coefficients ΦC and performing time
sharing among different ΦC’s, the capacity region is defined as
CC ∆= Conv
(⋃
ΦC∈FC
CC(ΦC)
)
, (16)
where FC ∆= {ΦC : |φCm| = 1,∀m} denotes the feasible set of ΦC.
Compared to the distributed IRS case, the capacity region in (16) is more challenging to
characterize. This is because the effective channels of the two users, h˜C1 (Φ
C) and h˜C2 (Φ
C), are
coupled through all the M reflection coefficients in ΦC. Thus, different portions of the Pareto
boundary of the capacity region CC are generally achieved by different ΦC to strike a balance
between h˜C1 (Φ
C) and h˜C2 (Φ
C), as illustrated in Fig. 2. Finding such capacity-achieving sets of
reflection coefficients is more challenging as compared to the distributed IRS case where the
entire Pareto boundary of the capacity region is achieved by a single set of {ΦDk } given in
(9), since the effective channel of each user is maximized by the reflection coefficients of its
own serving IRS. Although CC can be characterized via the exhaustive search method by first
obtaining CC(ΦC)’s for all feasible ΦC ∈ FC and then taking the convex hull of their union
set, the required complexity is at least O(LM0 ) if the [0, 2pi) phase range for each φCm in ΦC is
approximated by L0 uniformly sampled points, which is exponential over M and thus prohibitive
for practically large M . To avoid such high complexity for characterizing CC, in the following
subsections, we provide efficient methods to find both inner and outer bounds of CC, whose
tightness will be evaluated via numerical results in Section VII.
A. Capacity Region Inner Bound: A Rate-Profile Method
First, we derive an inner bound of the capacity region CC (or an achievable rate region).
We first present a rate-profile based method to achieve this goal by solving a series of sum-rate
maximization problems. Then, we propose an AO based algorithm to find high-quality suboptimal
solutions to these problems efficiently.
1) Rate-Profile based Problem Formulation: To start with, note that for each ΦC, all the
achievable rate-pairs on the Pareto boundary of its corresponding CC(ΦC) except those requiring
time sharing/rate splitting of the two users can be attained via SIC at the AP [28]. Motivated
11
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by this result, we propose to first characterize the Pareto boundary of the union set of the
above SIC-achievable rate-pairs for all feasible ΦC ∈ FC, and then perform time sharing among
the obtained rate-pairs on the Pareto boundary to further enlarge the achievable rate region, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. For the first task, we propose to adopt the rate-profile approach in [29].1
Specifically, let pi denote the decoding order indicator, with pi = [1, 2]T ∆= piI representing that
user 1 is decoded before user 2, and pi = [2, 1]T ∆= piII otherwise. Let αpi1 ∈ [0, 1] denote the rate
ratio between the firstly decoded user and the users’ sum-rate. We further denote α1 ∈ [0, 1] as
the rate ratio between user 1 and the users’ sum-rate, α2 = 1−α1 ∈ [0, 1] as that between user 2
and the users’ sum-rate, and α = [α1, 1−α1]T as the rate-profile vector, with α = [αpi1 , 1−αpi1 ]T
if pi = piI and α = [1− αpi1 , αpi1 ]T if pi = piII. Based on the above, we formulate the following
problem to maximize the sum-rate of the two users with given α and pi by jointly optimizing
the IRS reflection coefficients and user transmit powers:
(P1) max
r,p1,p2,Φ
C
r (17)
s.t. log2
(
1+
ppi1|h˜Cpi1(ΦC)|2
ppi2|h˜Cpi2(ΦC)|2+σ2
)
≥αpi1r (18)
log2(1 + ppi2|h˜Cpi2(ΦC)|2/σ2) ≥ (1− αpi1)r (19)
pk ≤ Pk, ∀k ∈ {1, 2} (20)
ΦC = diag{φC1 , ..., φCM} (21)
|φCm| = 1, ∀m ∈M. (22)
For each rate-profile vector α, let r?I (α) and r
?
II(α) denote the optimal value to (P1) with
pi = piI and pi = piII, respectively. Note that r?I (α) ≥ r?II(α) represents that decoding order
piI is optimal for the given α, and r?I (α) < r
?
II(α) otherwise. Therefore, the Pareto-optimal
1It is worth noting that another approach to characterize the Pareto boundary is by solving a series of weighted sum-rate
maximization (WSRmax) problems [29]. However, this approach is generally not guaranteed to obtain the complete Pareto
boundary CC since the region formed by the SIC-achievable rate-pairs without time sharing is non-convex in general [29];
moreover, such WSRmax problems are also challenging to solve since the rates of the two users are coupled in the objective
function in a complicated manner.
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rate-pair (RC1 , R
C
2 ) along the rate-profile vector α denoted by (R
C?
1 (α), R
C?
2 (α)) is given by
(α1, 1−α1) max(r?I (α), r?II(α)). Moreover, we prove below that although only the SIC-achievable
rate-pairs are considered in (P1), its optimal solutions (RC?1 (α), R
C?
2 (α))’s are able to fully
characterize the capacity region CC.
Proposition 1:The capacity region of the two-user MAC under centralized IRS deployment is
CC = Conv((0, 0)⋃
α:α1∈[0,1]
(RC
?
1 (α), R
C?
2 (α))
)
. (23)
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Proposition 1 indicates that the optimal solutions to (P1) with different α’s provide an
alternative characterization of CC. In the following, we address how to solve (P1).
2) Proposed Solution to (P1): Note that (P1) is a non-convex optimization problem due to
the uni-modular constraints on φCm’s in (22) as well as the complicated coupling among p1, p2,
and ΦC in (18)–(19). To tackle such difficulty, we exploit the structure of (P1) to transform it
into a more tractable form.
Proposition 2: (P1) is equivalent to the following problem:
(P2) max
r,ΦC:(21),(22)
r (24)
s.t. log2(1 + Ppi1|h˜pi1(ΦC)|2/(2(1−αpi1 )rσ2)) ≥ αpi1r (25)
log2(1 + Ppi2|h˜pi2(ΦC)|2/σ2) ≥ (1− αpi1)r. (26)
Proof: Proposition 2 can be proved by noting that the inequality in (19) can be replaced
with equality without loss of optimality. We omit the details here for brevity.
Note that for the case of αpi1 = 1, the optimal Φ
C to (P2) can be readily derived as φCm =
ej(arg{h¯pi1}−arg{g
C
mh
C
pi1m
}),∀m, similar to (9). Thus, we focus on solving (P2) with αpi1 ∈ [0, 1) in
the next. To further simplify (P2), we define an auxiliary variable β ∆= 2(1−αpi1 )r, which is an
increasing function of r for any αpi1 ∈ [0, 1). (P2) is then equivalently rewritten as
(P3) max
β,ΦC:(21),(22)
β (27)
s.t. |h˜Cpi1(ΦC)|2 ≥ (β
1
1−αpi1 − β)σ2/Ppi1 (28)
|h˜Cpi2(ΦC)|2 ≥ (β − 1)σ2/Ppi2 . (29)
(P3) is still non-convex due to the uni-modular constraints on φCm’s as well as the quadratic
terms on the left-hand sides (LHSs) of (28) and (29), for which the optimal solution is difficult to
obtain. In the following, we adopt an AO approach for finding a high-quality suboptimal solution
to (P3). Specifically, note that each quadratic term |h˜Ck (ΦC)|2 can be expressed as the following
affine form over each φCm with the other reflection coefficients {φCi , i 6= m}Mi=1 being fixed:
|h˜Ck (ΦC)|2 = 2Re{f2,kmφCm}+f1,km, k = 1, 2, (30)
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where f1,km
∆
= |h¯k +
∑
i 6=m g
C
i φ
C
i h
C
ki|2 + |gCmhCkm|2 and f2,km ∆= gCmhCkm(h¯∗k +
∑
i 6=m g
C∗
i φ
C∗
i h
C∗
ki ),
and the equality in (30) holds due to |φCm| = 1. Hence, with given {φCi , i 6= m}Mi=1, (P3) is
reduced to the following problem:
(P3-m) max
β,φCm:|φCm|=1
β (31)
s.t. 2Re{f2,pi1mφCm}≥(β
1
1−αpi1 −β)σ2/Ppi1−f1,pi1m (32)
2Re{f2,pi2mφCm}≥(β − 1)σ2/Ppi2−f1,pi2m. (33)
Note that the only non-convexity in (P3-m) lies in the uni-modular constraint on φCm, thus
motivating us to apply the convex relaxation technique on this constraint. Specifically, we relax
(P3-m) by replacing the constraint |φCm| = 1 with a new convex constraint |φCm| ≤ 1, and denote
the relaxed problem as (P3-m-R). We then have the following proposition.
Proposition 3: There exists an optimal solution of φCm to (P3-m-R) that satisfies |φCm| = 1.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
Proposition 3 indicates that the convex relaxation from (P3-m) to (P3-m-R) is tight, and the
optimal solution to (P3-m-R) that satisfies |φCm| = 1 is also optimal for (P3-m). Thanks to
the above transformations, (P3-m-R) is a convex optimization problem, which can be efficiently
solved via the interior-point method with complexity O(1). If the obtained optimal solution does
not satisfy |φCm| = 1, another optimal solution with |φCm| = 1 can be constructed via proper scaling
and rotation according to Appendix B, with compleixty O(1). Therefore, by iteratively optimizing
(β, φCm) with all the other variables {φCi , i 6= m}Mi=1 being fixed at each time via solving (P3-m),
we can obtain a feasible solution to (P3) as well as (P1), which is in general suboptimal. An
initial point for the above algorithm can be found by randomly generating Q > 1 realizations
of ΦC with the phase of each φCm following uniform distribution in [0, 2pi), and selecting the
realization with the largest sum-rate under the given rate-profile vector. Note that since (P3-m)
is solved optimally in every iteration, the objective value of (P3), β, is non-decreasing over the
iterations, which guarantees the monotonic convergence of this algorithm since the sum-rate r
and hence β is bounded above due to the finite transmit powers. For each α, let r˜I(α) and
r˜II(α) denote the obtained solutions to (P1) with pi = piI and pi = piII, respectively. Between
their corresponding rate-pairs, we further select the one with larger sum-rate as
(R˜C1 (α), R˜
C
2 (α)) = (α1, 1− α1) max(r˜I(α), r˜II(α)). (34)
By performing time sharing among the obtained (R˜C1 (α), R˜
C
2 (α))’s, an inner bound of the
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capacity region (or an achievable rate region) for the centralized IRS case is obtained as
CCI = Conv
(
(0, 0)
⋃
α:α1∈[0,1]
(R˜C1 (α), R˜
C
2 (α))
)
⊆ CC. (35)
Note that the complexity for the above proposed solution to (P1) with both decoding orders
can be shown to be O(2M(Q+I)), where I denotes the number of outer iterations (each requires
solving (P3-m) for M times from m = 1 to m = M ). Therefore, by approximating the [0, 1]
range of the rate ratio α1 with L uniformly sampled points, the overall complexity for obtaining
CCI is O(2M(Q + I)L + L logL), which is polynomial over M and thus much lower than that
of the exhaustive search (i.e., O(LM0 )).
B. Capacity Region Outer Bound
Next, we provide an outer bound of the capacity region CC. Specifically, it follows from
(13)–(15) that an outer bound of CC can be constructed by finding an upper bound for each of
rC1 (Φ
C), rC2 (Φ
C), and rC12(Φ
C) separately, for which the details are given as follows.
First, similar to (8), it can be shown that for each user k, the effective channel gain |h˜Ck (ΦC)|
is upper-bounded by
|h˜Ck (ΦC)| ≤ |h¯k|+
∑M
m=1|gCm||hCkm| ∆= h˜Ck,U, (36)
where the inequality holds with equality if and only if all the IRS reflection coefficients are
designed to maximize user k’s effective channel gain, i.e.,
φCm = e
j(arg{h¯k}−arg{gCmhCkm}), m ∈M. (37)
Thus, based on (13)–(14), each rCk (Φ
C) is upper-bounded as
rCk (Φ
C) ≤ log2(1 + Pkh˜C
2
k,U/σ
2)
∆
= rCk,U, k = 1, 2. (38)
Next, we derive an upper bound for rC12(Φ
C), which is a challenging task since ΦC can
change both h˜C1 (Φ
C) and h˜C2 (Φ
C) in rC12(Φ
C). To achieve this goal, we formulate the following
optimization problem:
(P4) max
ΦC:|φCm|=1,∀m∈M
P1|h˜C1 (ΦC)|2 + P2|h˜C2 (ΦC)|2. (39)
Let s?0 denote the optimal value of (P4). Note that for any s0 ≥ s?0, log2(1 + s0/σ2) is an
upper bound for rC12(Φ
C). However, (P4) is a non-convex optimization problem due to the
uni-modular constraints on φCm’s, thus s
?
0 is generally difficult to obtain. In the following, we
find an upper bound for s?0 instead. First, we transform (P4) into a more tractable form. Define
qHk
∆
= gC
T
diag{hCk }, v ∆= P1h¯1q1+P2h¯2q2, and φC ∆= [φC1 , ..., φCM ]T . Consequently, the objective
function of (P4) can be rewritten as P1|h˜C1 (ΦC)|2 +P2|h˜C2 (ΦC)|2 = P1|h¯1|2 +P2|h¯2|2 +vHφC +
φC
H
v +φC
H
(P1q1q
H
1 + P2q2q
H
2 )φ
C, which is a quadratic function of φC. Thus, we can apply
the SDR technique for finding an upper bound for the optimal value of (P4). By introducing
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auxiliary variables w = [φC
T
, t]T and W = wwH , (P4) can be shown to be equivalent to the
following problem with an additional constraint of rank(W ) = 1:
(P4-SDR) max
W0:[W ]m,m=1,m=1,...,M+1
P1|h¯1|2 + P2|h¯2|2 + tr{WQ}, (40)
where Q ∆= [P1q1qH1 + P2q2q
H
2 ,v;v
H , 0]. (P4-SDR) is a semi-definite program (SDP) which
can be efficiently solved via the interior-point method with complexity O(M6.5) [30]. Denote s?
as the optimal value of (P4-SDR). Note that s? ≥ s?0 holds due to the relaxation of the rank-one
constraint. Thus, we have rC12(Φ
C) ≤ log2(1 + s?/σ2) ∆= rC12,U, which yields an outer bound of
CC given by
CCO = {(RC1 , RC2 ) : RC1 ≤ rC1,U, RC2 ≤ rC2,U, RC1 +RC2 ≤ rC12,U} ⊇ CC. (41)
Besides the above bounds on the capacity region, we characterize the achievable rate regions
with TDMA and FDMA for centralized IRS deployment as follows.
C. Achievable Rate Region with TDMA
With TDMA, the centralized IRS should apply two different sets of reflection coefficients
over the two time slots, each tailored for one of the two users without loss of generality. Let
ΦC[k] denote the reflection coefficients at the time slot allocated to the kth user. For any given
{ΦC[k]}, the TDMA achievable rate region is given by RCT({ΦC[k]}) =
⋃
ρT∈[0,1]{(RC1 , RC2 ) :
RC1 ≤ ρT log2(1 + P1|h˜C1 (ΦC[1])|2/σ2), RC2 ≤ (1− ρT) log2(1 + P2|h˜C2 (ΦC[2])|2/σ2)}. Note that
the channel gain of the kth user at its assigned time slot, |h˜Ck (ΦC[k])|, can be maximized as h˜Ck,U
by setting ΦC[k] as ΦC given in (37). Hence, similar to the distributed IRS case, the TDMA
achievable rate region with centralized IRS is given by
RCT =
⋃
ρT∈[0,1]
{(RC1 , RC2 ) : RC1 ≤ ρT log2(1+P1h˜C
2
1,U/σ
2), RC2 ≤ (1−ρT) log2(1+P2h˜C
2
2,U/σ
2)}. (42)
D. Achievable Rate Region with FDMA
With FDMA, the achievable rate region for any given ΦC is given byRCF(ΦC)=
⋃
ρF∈[0,1]
{(RC1 , RC2 ) :
RC1 ≤ ρF log2(1+P1|h˜C1 (ΦC)|2/(ρFσ2)), RC2 ≤ (1 − ρF) log2(1+P2|h˜C2 (ΦC)|2/((1−ρF)σ2))}.
After time sharing among different ΦC’s, the overall achievable rate region is given by RCF =
Conv
(⋃
ΦC∈FCRCF(Φ
C)
)
. Similar to the characterization of CC in Section IV-A, RCF can be
characterized via the rate-profile based method by solving the following problem for α1 ∈ [0, 1]:
(P5) max
r,ρF,Φ
C
:(21),(22)
r (43)
s.t. ρF log2(1+P1|h˜C1 (ΦC)|2/(ρFσ2))≥α1r (44)
(1− ρF) log2(1 + P2|h˜C2 (ΦC)|2/((1− ρF)σ2)) ≥ (1− α1)r (45)
0 ≤ ρF ≤ 1. (46)
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Note that (P5) is a non-convex optimization problem due to the complicated coupling between
ρF and ΦC. Nevertheless, a suboptimal solution to (P5) can be found via AO in a similar
manner as that for (P1). For brevity, the details are given in Appendix C. Based on this, an inner
bound of RCF , denoted as RCF,I, can be similarly obtained as CCI . On the other hand, we have
RCF(ΦC) ⊆ CC(ΦC) for any ΦC [28], and consequently RCF ⊆ CC. Therefore, the outer bound
for the capacity region CC, CCO, is also an outer bound of RCF , i.e., RCF ⊆ RCF,O ∆= CCO.
Finally, we show that RCT ⊆ RCF . Let ΦC(k) denote the IRS reflection coefficients that achieve
the maximum effective channel gain for the kth user, h˜Ck,U, which are given in (37). It can be
easily shown that time sharing of the FDMA achievable rate regions with ΦC(1) and Φ
C
(2) suffices
to contain the TDMA achievable rate region due to the curved Pareto boundary of RCF(ΦC).
Therefore, we have RCT ⊆ Conv
(
RCF(ΦC(1)) ∪RCF(ΦC(2))
)
⊆ RCF , namely, the FDMA achievable
rate region contains the TDMA achievable rate region. It is worth noting that although with any
given ΦC, the FDMA achievable rate region may not contain that of TDMA, time sharing over
different ΦC’s enables FDMA to outperform TDMA in terms of achievable rate region.
V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON: DISTRIBUTED VS. CENTRALIZED IRS DEPLOYMENT
In this section, we compare the capacity regions and TDMA/FDMA achievable rate regions
under the two IRS deployment strategies. For simplicity, we assume that the direct user-AP
channels are negligible as compared to the IRS-reflected channels and thus h¯1 = h¯2 = 0,
which is practically valid for IRSs with large M (and thus M1 and M2).2 Moreover, for fair
comparison, we consider the following twin channels (defined in Assumption 1 below) between
the two deployment cases, where the two distributed user-IRS channels constitute the centralized
IRS-AP channel, and each user-IRS channel in the centralized case contains the corresponding
IRS-AP channel in the distributed case.
Assumption 1 (Twin Channels): For the channel coefficients illustrated in Fig. 1, we assume
gC = [hD
T
1 ,h
DT
2 ]
T , hC1m = g
D
1m, ∀m ∈M1, and hC2(m+M1) = gD2m, ∀m ∈M2.
The above twin channels hold in practice if the user-IRS channels in the distributed case have
the same statistical distribution and link distance as the IRS-AP channel in the centralized case,
and the IRS-AP channels in the distributed case have the same statistical distribution and link
distance as the corresponding user-IRS channels in the centralized case (see Fig. 1).3
2The general case with non-zero h¯1 and h¯2 is more difficult to analyze, which is thus considered for the numerical example
in Section VII.
3For scenarios where the two deployment strategies may lead to different channel statistical distributions, their capacity
comparison is more complicated and difficult to be performed analytically, which will be further discussed in Section VII to
motivate future work.
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A. Capacity Region Comparison
First, we have the following proposition for the capacity region comparison.
Proposition 4: Under h¯1 = h¯2 = 0 and Assumption 1, the capacity region of the centralized
IRS deployment contains that of the distributed IRS deployment, i.e., CD ⊆ CC.
Proof: We construct Φ˜
C
for the centralized IRS such that the reflection coefficients of its
two sub-surfaces, {φ˜Cm}M1m=1 and {φ˜Cm}Mm=M1+1, correspond to the capacity-achieving reflection
coefficients at IRS 1 and 2 for the distributed deployment shown in (9), respectively, but each
being rotated by a common phase θ1 ∈ [0, 2pi) or θ2 ∈ [0, 2pi), i.e.,
φ˜Cm =
ej(arg{h¯1}−arg{g
D
1mh
D
1m}+θ1), m ∈M1
e
j(arg{h¯2}−arg{gD2(m−M1)h
D
2(m−M1)}+θ2), m∈M\M1.
(47)
Then, we have |h˜Ck (Φ˜
C
)| = |h˜Dk,U+f˜kej(θ2−θ1)|, with f˜1 =
∑M
m=M1+1
gCmh
C
1me
−j arg{gD
2(m−M1)h
D
2(m−M1)}
and f˜2 =
∑M1
m=1 g
C∗
m h
C∗
2me
j arg{gD1mhD1m} (recall h˜Dk,U’s are the capacity-achieving effective channel
gains for the distributed case). Then, we prove that we can always design θ1 and θ2 such that
|h˜Ck (Φ˜
C
)| ≥ h˜Dk,U holds for any k ∈ {1, 2}. To this end, we present Lemma 1 as below.
Lemma 1: For any complex numbers {ak, bk}2k=1, denote ck = arg{bk} − arg{ak} ∈ [0, 2pi),
k = 1, 2. Then, |ak + bkejθ| ≥ |ak|, k = 1, 2 holds with θ = pi2 − min(c1, c2) if |c1 − c2| ≥ pi,
and θ = pi
2
−max(c1, c2) otherwise.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D.
By substituting ak and bk with h˜Dk,U and f˜k, respectively, and setting θ2 − θ1 as θ in Lemma
1, we have |h˜Ck (Φ˜
C
)| ≥ h˜Dk,U for any k ∈ {1, 2}, and consequently CD ⊆ CC(Φ˜
C
) ⊆ CC. This
thus completes the proof of Proposition 4.
Proposition 4 indicates that by judiciously designing the IRS reflection, the larger passive
beamforming gain at the centralized IRS can benefit the two users at the same time, thus yielding
a larger capacity region than the case with two distributed IRSs each serving one user only.
B. Achievable Rate Region Comparison with TDMA and FDMA
For TDMA, note from (11) and (42) that the expression for RCT is the same as RDT by replacing
h˜Dk,U with h˜
C
k,U. Under the twin channel condition specified in Assumption 1, it can be shown
from (8) and (36) that the maximum effective channel gain for each user under centralized
deployment (i.e., h˜Ck,U) is larger than that under distributed deployment (i.e., h˜
D
k,U) due to the
larger-size IRS available for passive beamforming, thus we have RDT ⊆ RCT, i.e., the TDMA
achievable rate region under centralized deployment contains that under distributed deployment.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS FOR TWO-USER MAC
Distributed Centralized Comparison (Twin Channels)
Capacity Region CD (closed-form) C
C
I (rate-profile); CCO (SDR)
CCI ⊆ CC ⊆ CCO C
D ⊆ CC (with h¯k = 0, ∀k)
Achievable Rate
Region with TDMA R
D
T (closed-form) RCT (closed-form) RDT ⊆ RCT
Achievable Rate
Region with FDMA
RDF (closed-form)
RDT ⊆ RDF ⊆ CD
RCF,I (rate-profile); RCF,O
RCF,I ⊆ RCF ⊆ RCF,O
RCT ⊆ RCF ⊆ CC
RDF ⊆ RCF (with h¯k = 0, ∀k)
For FDMA, recall from the proof of Proposition 4 that we can always construct Φ˜
C
such that
|h˜Ck (Φ˜
C
)| ≥ h˜Dk,U holds for both k = 1 and k = 2 under the twin channel condition in Assumption
1 and negligible direct channels h¯1 = h¯2 = 0. Therefore, it follows that RDF ⊆ RCF(Φ˜
C
) ⊆ RCF
holds, i.e., the FDMA achievable rate region under centralized deployment contains that under
distributed deployment under Assumption 1 and h¯1 = h¯2 = 0.
The above results indicate that the superior rate performance of centralized IRS deployment
over distributed IRS deployment still holds for practical OMA schemes (i.e., TDMA/FDMA)
under the assumed channel conditions. For ease of reference, we summarize in Table I our main
results on the capacity/rate region characterization and comparison for the two-user MAC.
VI. EXTENSION TO TWO-USER BC
In this section, we extend our capacity/rate region characterization of the uplink MAC to
the downlink BC, by leveraging the celebrated uplink-downlink duality (or MAC-BC duality)
framework [28]. For ease of exposition, we consider a dual channel setup where all the downlink
channels equal to their uplink counterparts, thus the effective channels from the AP to user k
under distributed and centralized deployment are the corresponding effective user-AP channels
in the MAC case, i.e., h˜Dk (Φ
D
k ) and h˜
C
k (Φ
C) given in (1) and (3), respectively.
A. Distributed IRS Deployment
Under distributed IRS deployment, the received signal at the kth user is given by
yk = h˜
D
k (Φ
D
k )x+ zk, k = 1, 2, (48)
where x =
√
p1s1 +
√
p2s2 denotes the transmitted signal at the AP, with pk and sk denoting
the transmit power and information symbol for user k, respectively; zk ∼ CN (0, σ2) denotes
the receiver noise at user k. We consider a transmit power constraint P at the AP, thus we have
p1+p2 ≤ P . For any given IRS reflection coefficients {ΦDk }, it follows from the uplink-downlink
duality that the capacity region of the two-user BC equals to the union set of its dual MAC
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capacity regions with transmit power constraint pairs (P1, P2)’s that satisfy P1 + P2 = P [28],
which is given by
CDBC({ΦDk }) =
⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CD({ΦDk }). (49)
By considering time sharing among different {ΦDk }’s, the overall capacity region is given by
CDBC = Conv
(⋃
{ΦDk }∈FD
CDBC({ΦDk })
)
= Conv
(⋃
{ΦDk }∈FD
⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CD({ΦDk })
)
=Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
Conv
(⋃
{ΦDk }∈FD
CD({ΦDk })
))
= Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CD
)
. (50)
For the purpose of exposition, we define αP
∆
= P1
P
∈ [0, 1]. Recall from Section III that the
capacity region for the dual MAC, CD, is derived in closed-form in Theorem 1. Hence, CDBC can
be characterized based on (50) by obtaining CD for every (P1, P2) with P1 + P2 = P via one-
dimensional search over αP, and then taking the convex hull of their union set. By approximating
the [0, 1] range of the power ratio αP with LP uniformly sampled points, the overall complexity
for obtaining CDBC is O(LP log(LP)), which is dominated by the convex hull operation.
Similarly, the achievable rate regions with TDMA and FDMA can be characterized based
on their MAC counterparts RDT and RDF (which are available in closed-form) as RDBC,T =
Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
RDT
)
and RDBC,F = Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
RDF
)
, respectively. Note that
since RDT ⊆ RDF ⊆ CD holds for MAC, we have RDBC,T ⊆ RDBC,F ⊆ CDBC for the dual BC.
B. Centralized IRS Deployment
Under centralized IRS deployment, the received signal at each kth user is expressed similarly
as that for the distributed IRS case in (48) by replacing h˜Dk (Φ
D
k ) with h˜
C
k (Φ
C). By leveraging the
uplink-downlink duality, the capacity region of the two-user BC with any given IRS reflection
coefficients ΦC is given by CCBC(ΦC) =
⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CC(ΦC). Similar to the distributed IRS
case, the BC capacity region can be obtained by considering time sharing among different ΦC’s
and thus expressed in terms of the dual MAC capacity region CC as follows:
CCBC = Conv
(⋃
ΦC∈FC
CCBC(ΦC)
)
= Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CC
)
. (51)
Since no closed-form expression is available for CC, we find inner and outer bounds for CCBC
based on those for CC in the following.
1) Capacity Region Inner Bound: Recall from Proposition 1 that CC can be characterized
via the rate-profile method by solving a series of sum-rate maximization problems in (P1) with
different rate-profile vectors α. Motivated by this and based on (51), we take a similar approach
to characterize CCBC. Specifically, we formulate the following sum-rate maximization problem
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with given rate-profile vector α and decoding order pi by replacing the individual transmit
power constraints in (P1) for the MAC case with a sum transmit power constraint:
(P6) max
r,p1,p2,Φ
C
:(18),(19),(21),(22)
r (52)
s.t. p1 + p2 ≤ P. (53)
For each α, let r?BC,I(α) and r
?
BC,II(α) denote the optimal solutions to (P6) with pi = pi
I
and pi = piII, respectively. Similar to the MAC case elaborated in Section IV-A, the directly
achievable Pareto-optimal rate-pair (without the need of time sharing/rate splitting) for the two-
user BC along the rate-profile vector α = [α1, 1− α1]T is given by
(RC
?
BC,1(α), R
C?
BC,2(α)) = (α1, 1− α1) max(r?BC,I(α), r?BC,II(α)). (54)
The following proposition then follows directly from the above and (51).
Proposition 5: The capacity region of the two-user BC with centralized IRS deployment is
CCBC = Conv
(
(0, 0)
⋃
α:α1∈[0,1]
(RC
?
BC,1(α), R
C?
BC,2(α))
)
. (55)
Next, we proceed to solve (P6). Similar to (P1), (P6) is a non-convex optimization problem
whose optimal solution is difficult to obtain. Thus, we adopt the AO technique to find a
suboptimal solution for it. Specifically, we define an auxiliary variable β ∆= 2(1−αpi1 )r. With
any given ΦC, (P6) is equivalent to the following optimization problem over (β, p1, p2):
(P6-P) max
β,p1,p2:p1+p2≤P
β (56)
s.t. ppi1|h˜Cpi1(ΦC)|2/σ2 ≥ β
1
1−αpi1 − β (57)
ppi2 |h˜Cpi2(ΦC)|2/σ2 ≥ β − 1. (58)
(P6-P) is a convex optimization problem that can be solved efficiently with complexity O(1).
On the other hand, with any given p1, p2 and {φCi , i 6= m}Mi=1, (P6) is equivalent to (P3-m) by
replacing each Ppik with ppik , k = 1, 2, which is denoted as (P6-m). The optimal solution to
(P6-m) can be obtained similarly as that of (P3-m) with complexity O(1). Therefore, similar to
the proposed algorithm for (P1), by iteratively optimizing (β, p1, p2) or (β, φCm) for one reflecting
element m ∈ M with all the other optimization variables being fixed at each time, a feasible
solution to (P6) can be obtained, which is generally suboptimal. Note that monotonic convergence
is guaranteed for the proposed algorithm since the optimal solution is found for every sub-
problem, and the maximum sum-rate is bounded above. For each α, let r˜BC,I(α) and r˜BC,II(α)
denote the obtained solutions to (P6) with pi = piI and pi = piII, respectively. We further select
the one with larger sum-rate between their corresponding rate-pairs as (R˜CBC,1(α), R˜
C
BC,2(α))
in a similar manner as the selection of (RC?BC,1(α), R
C?
BC,2(α)) in (54) by replacing r
?
BC,I(α)
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and r?BC,II(α) with r˜BC,I(α) and r˜BC,II(α), respectively. By performing time sharing among the
obtained (RC?BC,1(α), R
C?
BC,2(α))’s, an inner bound of the two-user BC capacity region (or an
achievable rate region) is obtained as
CCBC,I = Conv
(
(0, 0)
⋃
α:α1∈[0,1]
(R˜CBC,1(α), R˜
C
BC,2(α))
)
⊆ CCBC. (59)
The complexity for obtaining CCBC,I can be shown to be O(2M(QBC + IBC)L + L logL), with
QBC denoting the number of random realizations of ΦC in the initialization, IBC denoting the
number of outer iterations (each requiring solving (P6-P) once and (P6-m) for M times), and L
denoting the number of points for approximating the rate ratio range [0, 1].
2) Capacity Region Outer Bound: On the other hand, recall from Section IV-B that an outer
bound for CC, CCO, can be obtained with complexity O(M6.5). Based on this and (51), we
have CCBC ⊆ Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CCO
)
∆
= CCBC,O, thus an outer bound for CCBC, CCBC,O, can be
characterized by obtaining CCO for all (P1, P2)’s that satisfy P1 + P2 = P and taking the convex
hull of their union set. The required complexity is O(LPM6.5 + LP logLP) by approximating
the [0, 1] range of αP = P1P with LP uniformly sampled points.
3) Achievable Rate Regions with TDMA and FDMA: Similar to the distributed IRS case,
the achievable rate region with TDMA for the case of centralized IRS can be characterized as
RCBC,T = Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
RCT
)
, by leveraging the closed-form expression of RCT derived
in Section IV-C. For FDMA, we characterize inner and outer bounds of the achievable rate region
(denoted as RCBC,F) similarly as those for the MAC case. Specifically, an inner bound of RCBC,F
(denoted by RCBC,F,I) can be found via the rate-profile method by solving a series of sum-rate
maximization problems with different rate-profile vectors, where each problem is an extended
version of (P5) for the MAC case by including the power allocations among the two users, p1
and p2, as optimization variables under the constraint p1 + p2 ≤ P , and replacing P1, P2 with
p1, p2. A suboptimal solution can be found for each problem via a similar AO algorithm as that
for (P5) by iteratively optimizing (r, p1, p2), (r, ρF), or (r, φCm) at each time with all the other
variables being fixed. On the other hand, the capacity region outer bound CCBC,O serves as an
outer bound for RCBC,F since RCBC,F ⊆ CCBC [28], i.e., RCBC,F ⊆ RCBC,F,O ∆= CCBC,O.
C. Performance Comparison for Two-User BC
Finally, we extend the capacity/rate region comparison of the two deployment strategies in
Section V for the MAC to its dual BC.
Proposition 6: Under h¯1 = h¯2 = 0 and the twin channel condition in Assumption 1, the
capacity region of the two-user BC under centralized IRS deployment contains that under the
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS FOR TWO-USER BC
Distributed Centralized Comparison (Twin Channels)
Capacity Region CDBC (duality)
CCBC,I (rate-profile); CCBC,O (duality)
CCBC,I ⊆ CCBC ⊆ CCBC,O C
D
BC ⊆ CCBC (with h¯k = 0, ∀k)
Achievable Rate
Region with TDMA R
D
BC,T (duality) RCBC,T (duality) RDBC,T ⊆ RCBC,T
Achievable Rate
Region with FDMA
RDBC,F (duality)
RDBC,T ⊆ RDBC,F ⊆ CDBC
RCBC,F,I (rate-profile); RCBC,F,O
RCBC,F,I ⊆ RCBC,F ⊆ RCBC,F,O
RCBC,T ⊆ RCBC,F ⊆ CCBC
RDBC,F ⊆ RCBC,F (with h¯k = 0, ∀k)
distributed IRS deployment, i.e., CDBC ⊆ CCBC.
Proof: Recall from Proposition 4 that CD ⊆ CC holds for the two-user MAC under the chan-
nel assumptions. Hence, it follows from (50) and (51) that CDBC = Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CD
)
⊆
Conv
(⋃
(P1,P2):P1+P2=P
CC
)
= CCBC. This thus completes the proof of Proposition 6.
Similarly, under the twin channels, by leveraging the MAC-BC duality and the results in
Section IV, we have RDBC,T ⊆ RCBC,T for any h¯k’s and RDBC,F ⊆ RCBC,F for h¯k = 0,∀k. In Table
II, we summarize our main results for the two-user BC.
VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide numerical examples to validate our analytical results. We set
M = 30, M1 = M2 = 15 unless specified otherwise, and σ2 = −90 dBm. Under a three-
dimensional coordinate system, the AP is located at (0, 0, 10) in meter (m), and the two users
are located at (d¯1, 0, 1) m and (−d¯2, 0, 1) m, respectively, with d¯k denoting the horizontal AP-
user distance for user k. The IRS under centralized deployment is located at (0, 0, 9) m, and the
two IRSs under distributed deployment are located at (d¯1, 0, 2) m and (−d¯2, 0, 2) m, respectively.
Thus, the IRS-AP distance under centralized deployment equals to the IRS-user distances under
distributed deployment, and the IRS-user distances under centralized deployment equal to the cor-
responding IRS-AP distances under distributed deployment. The above setup is consistent to the
twin channel condition in Assumption 1. We consider the independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel model, where the entries in {h¯k}, {hCk } and gC are generated as
independent CSCG random variables with zero mean and variance equal to the path loss of the
corresponding link modeled as γ = γ0(1/d)α¯, where γ0 = −30 dB, d denotes the link distance
in m, and α¯ denotes the path loss exponent.4 We set α¯ = 3.5 for the direct AP-user channels in
{h¯k} and α¯ = 3 for the reflected channels in {hCk } and gC. We also generate {hDk } and {gDk }
4Note that our analytical results apply to arbitrary channels and due to the space limitation, we omit the numerical results for
other channel models such as Rician fading.
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similarly according to Assumption 1. The numbers of equally spaced points for approximating
the rate ratio α and the power ratio αP are set as L = 100 and LP = 100, respectively.
A. Two-User MAC
First, we focus on the two-user MAC investigated in Sections II–V. We set P1 = P2 = 30
dBm and Q = 200. First, we consider a homogeneous user distance setup where both users have
a horizontal distance of d¯1 = d¯2 = 500 m from the AP, and randomly generate their channels
based on i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. In Fig. 3 (a), we show the capacity region for the traditional
MAC without IRS and that with two distributed IRSs, as well as the outer and inner capacity
region bounds with a centralized IRS. It is observed that the capacity region inner bound for
centralized deployment contains the capacity region with distributed deployment, while the latter
also contains the capacity region without IRS. This thus validates the effectiveness of deploying
IRS in enlarging the capacity region as well as the advantage of centralized IRS deployment
over distributed IRS deployment (even with the user-AP direct channels) under our assumed
twin channel conditions. It is also interesting to observe that the capacity gain of centralized
deployment over distributed deployment is more pronounced when the rates of the two users are
asymmetric, since the larger passive beamforming gain provided by the centralized IRS is more
useful for the user with larger rate requirement. In addition, we show the achievable rate region
under centralized deployment by a heuristic scheme with Φ˜
C
given in (47) by setting θ1 = θ2 = 0
(i.e., without the additional phase rotations designed for the two sub-surfaces to further align
their reflected signals, as given in the proof of Proposition 4). The resultant achievable rate region
is observed to be significantly smaller than our proposed one, which validates the efficacy of
our proposed rate-profile based optimization. Furthermore, we show in Fig. 3 (b) the achievable
rate regions with TDMA and FDMA under the two deployment strategies. It is observed that
for both deployment cases, FDMA outperforms TDMA, which is consistent with our analytical
results; moreover, the achievable rate region of centralized deployment contains that of distributed
deployment for both TDMA and FDMA cases, even when the direct channels are present. The
above results indicate that centralized deployment outperforms distributed deployment in both
the capacity-achieving non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and practical OMA schemes.
Next, we consider a heterogeneous user distance setup with d¯1 = 500 m and d¯2 = 200 m. In
Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b), we show the corresponding capacity region and achievable rate regions
with TDMA/FDMA for different IRS deployment strategies, respectively. It is observed that
the comparison results among different regions are similar as those under the homogeneous user
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Fig. 3. Capacity/rate region comparison for two-user MAC under homogeneous user distance setup (d¯1 = d¯2 = 500 m).
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Fig. 4. Capacity/rate region comparison for two-user MAC under heterogeneous user distance setup (d¯1=500 m, d¯2=200 m).
distance setup shown in Fig. 3, as expected. However, it is observed that under the heterogeneous
user distance setup, the performance gain of centralized deployment over distributed deployment
is more pronounced for the user farther away from the AP, for both the NOMA and OMA
schemes. This suggests that centralized deployment is more effective to alleviate the “near-far”
problem and yield more fair achievable rates for the users in the network. To show this benefit
more clearly, we fix d¯1 = 200 m and show in Fig. 5 (a) the maximum common rate achievable
for the two users on the capacity regions of different deployment strategies versus (vs.) the
horizontal AP-user distance for user 2, d¯2, where the results are averaged over 100 independent
fading channel realizations. It is observed that as d¯2 increases from 200 m (i.e., the “near-far”
problem becomes more severe), the rate gain of the centralized deployment with our proposed
design over distributed deployment becomes more prominent. Moreover, it is worth noting that
the performance of distributed deployment can be further enhanced by optimizing the reflecting
element allocations among the two IRSs, i.e., M1 and M2, which can be seen from Fig. 5 (b) on
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Fig. 5. Maximum common rate comparison for two-user MAC.
the maximum common rate versus M2. It can be observed from Fig. 5 (b) that as d¯2 increases,
the optimal number of reflecting elements for IRS 2, M2, generally increases, i.e., more reflecting
elements should be allocated to IRS 2 that serves the farther-away user 2. For example, when
the two users have the same distance to the AP and thus similar path loss, the common rate is
dominated by the interference from the second-decoded user on the first-decoded user, thus the
two users should be allocated with slightly different numbers of elements to enhance the SIC
performance (e.g., M?2 = 9 or 21 when d¯2 = 200 m); however, when user 2 moves away from
the AP, it should be decoded secondly and the common rate is dominated by its own signal
power, thus more elements should be placed in its vicinity (e.g., M?2 = 23 when d¯2 = 500
m). We also show the maximum common rate with the optimized element allocations under the
distributed deployment in Fig. 5 (a), which outperforms that with equal element allocations but
is also outperformed by the centralized deployment, for which there is no issue of reflecting
elements allocation.
B. Two-User BC
Finally, we consider the two-user BC under the setup of P = 33 dBm and QBC = 200,
where the channels are dual to the two-user MAC considered above. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we
show the capacity and rate regions of various schemes under a homogeneous user distance setup
with d¯1 = d¯2 = 500 m and a heterogeneous user distance setup with d¯1 = 500 m, d¯2 = 200
m, respectively. It is observed that for both setups, our proposed achievable rate region under
centralized deployment contains the capacity region under distributed deployment, while the latter
also contains the capacity region without the IRS; moreover, the relationships between different
capacity/rate regions are also consistent with our analytical results in Section VI. For comparison,
we show a heuristic achievable rate region for the centralized deployment case by taking the
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Fig. 6. Capacity/rate region comparison for two-user BC under homogeneous user distance setup (d¯1 = 500 m, d¯2 = 500 m).
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Fig. 7. Capacity/rate region comparison for two-user BC under heterogeneous user distance setup (d¯1 = 500 m, d¯2 = 200 m).
convex hull of the union set of the heuristic achievable rate regions for its dual MAC shown in
Section VII-A with different user transmit powers, which is observed to be substantially smaller
than our proposed one based on rate-profile. In addition, the rate gain of centralized deployment
is more pronounced for the farther away user from the AP under the heterogeneous distance
setup, which is consistent with our results for the MAC case as discussed above. Furthermore,
by comparing Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 7 (b), it is observed that for both deployment strategies, the
achievable rate regions with TDMA and FDMA approach the capacity region quite well under
the homogeneous distance setup, while they are strictly suboptimal under the heterogeneous
distance setup. This is because when the average channel gains of the two users are similar, the
overall BC capacity region with optimized IRS reflection coefficients is approximately a triangle,
which can be achieved by both TDMA and FDMA with the same IRS reflection coefficients
through time sharing among the two users.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper studied the capacity region of an IRS-aided two-user communication system,
under two practical IRS deployment strategies. For the uplink MAC, we characterized the
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capacity region and achievable rate regions with TDMA/FDMA for both deployment strategies,
and proved that the regions under centralized IRS deployment contain the corresponding ones
under distributed IRS deployment, assuming a practical “twin channel” setup. The results were
also extended to the downlink BC by leveraging the MAC-BC duality, where the performance
gain of centralized over distributed IRS deployment was proved to be also valid. Numerical
results validated our analysis and revealed that the superiority of centralized over distributed
IRS deployment is more prominent when the two users have asymmetric rate requirements
and/or channel conditions. It is worth mentioning that the IRS deployment problem is addressed
in this paper from an information-theoretic viewpoint, while from an implementation perspective,
other practical factors may also need to be considered, such as the backhaul cost for information
exchange (e.g., CSI), site/space constraint, availability of line-of-sight (LoS) channels, etc. Fur-
thermore, the results in this paper are based on the assumption of identical channel distribution
for both distributed and centralized IRS cases, while in practice, the channel distribution may
vary at different IRS locations due to distinct terrain features and as a result, the performance
comparison between the two IRS deployment strategies is more involved.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 1
Let CC? denote the right-hand side (RHS) of (23). First, the achievability of CC? (i.e., CC ⊆
CC?) is evident from the problem formulation of (P1). Next, we prove the converse, i.e., CC? is an
outer bound of CC. Specifically, for any given α and ΦC, let r?I (α,ΦC) and r?II(α,ΦC) denote the
optimal value of (P1) with pi = piI and pi = piII, respectively, and (RC?1 (α,Φ
C), RC
?
2 (α,Φ
C))
denote the Pareto-optimal rate-pair along α defined similarly as (RC?1 (α), R
C?
2 (α)). We then have
CC(ΦC)=Conv((0, 0)⋃α:α1∈[0,1](RC?1 (α,ΦC), RC?2 (α,ΦC))) and CC = Conv(⋃ΦC∈FCCC(ΦC))
= Conv
(
(0, 0)
⋃
ΦC∈FC
⋃
α:α1∈[0,1](R
C?
1 (α,Φ
C), RC
?
2 (α,Φ
C))
) ⊆ CC? , since RC?1 (α) ≥ RC?1 (α,ΦC)
and RC?2 (α) ≥ RC?2 (α,ΦC) hold for any ΦC. This completes the proof of the converse part.
Consequently, we have CC = CC? and Proposition 1 is thus proved.
B. Proof of Proposition 3
We prove Proposition 3 by showing that for any feasible solution φCm to (P3-m) with |φCm| < 1,
we can always construct a new solution φ¯Cm with |φ¯Cm| = 1 that yields a no smaller objective
value of (P3-m). Specifically, define f2,pi1m = a1e
jη1 and f2,pi2m = a2e
jη2 with a1, a2 ≥ 0,
η1, η2 ∈ [0, 2pi); φCm = bejλ with 0 ≤ b < 1, λ ∈ [0, 2pi); and φ¯Cm = ej(λ+∆λ) with |φ¯Cm| = 1,
∆λ ∈ [0, 2pi). We show that we can always find a ∆λ such that Re{f2,pi1mφ¯Cm} ≥ Re{f2,pi1mφCm}
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF ∆λ
∆λ
Re{f2,pi1mφCm} ≥ 0, Re{f2,pi2mφCm} ≥ 0 0
Re{f2,pi1mφCm} < 0, Re{f2,pi2mφCm} < 0 pi
Re{f2,piimφCm} ≥ 0, Re{f2,pijmφCm} ≤ 0,
i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i 6= j
ηi + λ ∈ [0, pi2 ], ηj + λ ∈ (pi2 , pi] − arccos{b}
ηi + λ ∈ [0, pi2 ], ηj + λ ∈ [pi, 3pi2 )
ηj − pi < ηi −ηi − λ− arccos{b cos(ηi + λ)}
ηj − pi ≥ ηi −ηi − λ+ arccos{b cos(ηi + λ)}
ηi + λ ∈ [3pi2 , 2pi), ηj + λ ∈ [pi, 3pi2 ) arccos{b}
ηi + λ ∈ [3pi2 , 2pi), ηj + λ ∈ (pi2 , pi]
ηj + pi ≥ ηi −ηi − λ+ arccos{b cos(ηi + λ)}
ηj + pi < ηi −ηi − λ− arccos{b cos(ηi + λ)}
and Re{f2,pi2mφ¯Cm} ≥ Re{f2,pi2mφCm} hold, and consequently, the objective value of (P3-m) with
φ¯Cm is no smaller than that of φ
C
m since β
1
1−αpi1 −β and β−1 are non-decreasing and increasing
functions of β, respectively. Due to the space limitation, we summarize the choice of such ∆λ
for different cases in Table III, for which the detailed derivations are omitted for brevity.
C. Proposed Solution to (P5)
Note that with given ΦC, (P5) can be shown to be a convex optimization problem over (r, ρF).
On the other hand, with given ρF and {φi, i 6= m}Mi=1, (P5) is equivalent to
(P5-m) max
r,φCm:|φCm|=1
r (60)
s.t. 2Re{f2,1mφCm}+ f1,1m ≥ (2
α1r
ρF − 1)ρFσ2/P1 (61)
2Re{f2,2mφCm}+ f1,2m ≥ (2
(1−α1)r
1−ρF − 1)(1− ρF)σ2/P2. (62)
where f1,km and f2,km are defined in Section IV-A. Similar to (P3-m), (P5-m) can be shown to be
equivalent to its relaxed version with |φCm| = 1 replaced by |φCm| ≤ 1, which is a convex optimiza-
tion problem and can be solved efficiently via the interior-point method. Hence, by iteratively
optimizing (r, ρF) or (r, φCm) for one m ∈M with all the other variables being fixed at each time,
we can obtain a feasible solution to (P5) denoted by (r˜(α), ρ˜F(α), Φ˜
C
(α)). Based on this, an
inner bound of RCF can be obtained as RCF,I = Conv
(
(0, 0)
⋃
α:α1∈[0,1](α1, 1− α1)r˜(α)
)
⊆ RCF .
D. Proof of Lemma 1
For ease of exposition, we assume that c2 ≥ c1 without loss of generality. For the case
of |c2 − c1| ≥ pi and θ = pi/2 − min(c1, c2), we have cos(c1 + θ) = cos(pi/2) = 0, and
c2 + θ = pi/2 + c2 − c1 ∈ [3pi/2, 5pi/2], thus cos(c2 + θ) ≥ 0. On the other hand, for the
case of |c2 − c1| < pi and θ = pi/2 − max(c1, c2), we have cos(c2 + θ) = cos(pi/2) = 0, and
c1+θ = pi/2+c1−c2 ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2], thus cos(c1+θ) ≥ 0. Therefore, we have cos(c1+θ) ≥ 0 and
cos(c2+θ) ≥ 0 for both cases, and thus |ak+bkejθ| = (|ak|2+|bk|2+2|ak||bk| cos(ck+θ)) 12 ≥ |ak|
holds for both k = 1 and k = 2. This thus completes the proof of Lemma 1.
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